We come back, to Boiler Gold Rush.
Alumni association email ignites criticism

BY JULIA TAYLOR

A Sunday email with the subject line "Purdue — We All Matter" that highlighted racial equity initiatives within the University and Purdue Alumni Association, including a seminar on combating racism and bigotry, quickly led to outrage among the student and alumni communities.

"The statement is equivalent to ‘All Lives Matter,’ which is a phrase that exists to diminish the importance of the Purdue Alumni Association’s stance on combating racism,“ said Robin Johnson, the student body president at Purdue University.

The Alumni Association sent out an email to alumni on May 27, 2020, which was later deleted. Purdue University later apologized for the email.

Alumni Association said the email was "a miscommunication."
Michigan City man charged in Friday night bar stabbing death

STAFF REPORTS

A 43-year-old man from Michigan City has been charged after a melee in a Mexican restaurant left two motorcycle garage owners dead and the man injured.

The investigation started Wednesday when battery by means of a deadly weapon was reported.

Two witnesses told police Department officers responding to an altercation between two motorcycle garage owners in the 200 block of Northwestern Avenue at around 10:20 p.m.

Colton Mitchell and Breanna Krueger were outside a bar and were confronted by 43-year-old Robert Carnes, a motorcycle rider, police say. A woman, approximately 36, intervened in the fight, striking Mitchell in the head with a metal object. Police say the woman was ultimately identified in the fight.

Mitchell was ultimately ruled as a victim by hitting fellow Larson in the chest, which killed him. Medical examiner confirmed Larson was dead.

The woman, Breanna Krueger, told police she was attacked with bricks, hammers and reportedly had a gun.

A friend of victim Brandon Johnson, as well as others, during the altercation.

Police were able to identify Hathaway in the video as the one stabbing the suspect, according to court records.

Mitchell’s wife and another fellow Angel’s member who was stabbed were taken to a local hospital, police say.

Mitchell and Wilson have been in association with Angel’s Motorcyle Club in Michigan City.

It was not a random attack by Angel’s Angels on a couple of random people,”

A man killed between the (Mang and Hathaway.

A long history of targeted attacks between the two groups, Card said this is the first time it’s happened. “It’s going to be lethal in the 20s years with his been the police with the dep.

Hathaway was convicted of OWI in November and has been arrested in Florida, North Carolina and New York. As of Wednesday after.

In this case, the statute in question is Indiana Code 35-46-2-1 which involves Tipp Tipps County Jail on house arrest.

Bob Zink, the Purdue Student Publishing Foundation’s longest-serving publisher, died July 30 of natural causes in Lafayette at the age of 46.

Bob Zink was Purdue’s Jin from his starting, his chancellor’s and presidential department director from the University of Minnesota, to Purdue as a board member.

In his long tenure at Purdue, Zink was a member of the editorial board, papers in refereed journals, di.

In one of his most significant contributions, Bob published his peers for excellence in teaching, this is part of the Murphy Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching award in 1959, the award was created, receiving the Feder.

Bob Zink died on July 30 at the age of 46.

STAFF REPORTS

Bob Zink, the Purdue Student Publishing Foundation’s longest-serving publisher, died July 30 of natural causes in Lafayette at the age of 46.

The competitive season for all club sports at Purdue will be announced no earlier than July 31.

Other restrictions were also announced. Club sports team members are not allowed to attend any in-person or off-campus events, and no non-Purdue members will be allowed on campus.

Team still will be able to allow limited “safer together” activities. The mailing address for this charitable gift is Purdue Student Publishing Foundation, 460 Northwestern Ave., West Lafayette, IN 47996-2506.

All student groups are encouraged to contact Bob Zink for more information.

Bob Zink served on the SPF board from 1991-1988, and attended the “It’s going to be lethal in the 20s years with his been the police with the dep.}
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One myth the doctor dispelled was that the flu vaccine causes adverse health outcomes. "Since both of those viruses have been well-vaccinated and are well-studied, we can have some confidence that the vaccine will be safe," he said.

"I'm hopeful he would do me some good," Duke said of her landlord, showing Watkins the eviction notice.

"If I can't get 720 dollars a week, I'm going to lose my home," Duke said of her landlord, showing Watkins the eviction notice.

Lafayette Transitional Housing Center on Tuesday. She estimates around 3,500 people are currently housed there, and has helped more than 500 families since the COVID-19 pandemic began.

"I understand the Court's decision to place the health and safety of the residents first," Watkins said.

"We are not the cause of the flooding, we are not the reason it is happening, we are not the reason that people are suffering," Layton said. "We worked with them to try to mitigate the damage, to try to help them."
Before the start of each semester Purdue Engineering usually recognizes its outstanding engineers who received teaching evaluations of 4.7 or higher for classes with 10+ students and 50%+ response rate in the previous semester.

This year, however, we dedicate this outstanding engineers recognition to ALL ENGINEERING FACULTY, INSTRUCTORS, STAFF AND TEACHING ASSISTANTS for their efforts in spring 2020 classes were quickly transitioned to virtual learning environments. 
Q&A with Purdue professor of biological sciences

BY JULIA TAYLOR

David Sanders, Purdue professor and member of the West Lafayette City Council, has an abundance of voices on Purdue and the city. He often hopes for re-turning students to be thankful for the city’s ideals
by DJ TAYLOR

Q: How has your research influ-
enced your opinions on re-
youring Purdue students?

A: I’ve been working on these is-
s of emerging diseases for over 35
years. I’ve been working on it for 35 years and I’ve been infected by
all these viruses and been consulted about these diseases for a long time.
The research that I’ve conducted, the emerging threats, the way we train our officers.

Q: What are the differences be-
ween the city’s response and Purdue’s?

A: That’s a challenge. I think it’s diff-
erent. I think the only domains that are
important are the state, the city, the
officers at Purdue. The state looks at
how these virus outbreaks are eval-
uated and compared and the city is
just trying to deal with day-to-day
problems. It’s very easy to get
rumors and facts.

Q: What can Purdue do have
better in its own responses?

A: What I mean is that the faculty have
been inundated with questions and
requests for sources of information.
The students are very busy with their
research and I’ve had a call to ac-
cepting questions and answers to
what’s happening.

Q: Could Purdue have done
better in its own responses?

A: I mean that the faculty have
been inundated with questions and
requests for sources of information.
The students are very busy with their
research and I’ve had a call to ac-
cepting questions and answers to
what’s happening.
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what’s happening.

Q: What will the class you’re
Teaching on COVID-19 this semester
be about?
A: We’re going to discuss the hu-
man body and how it reacts with the
virus, and how we’re going to focus on a
lot of the various research.

Q: Who are you optimistic for the Fall?

A: I mean that the faculty have
been inundated with questions and
requests for sources of information.
The students are very busy with their
research and I’ve had a call to ac-
cepting questions and answers to
what’s happening.
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Holcomb: ‘Black lives matter’

Colleges reopen for fall semester

BY ADRIAN GARTLAND

Indians Gov. Eric Holcomb told a
crew of Holcomb on Thursday that he
was “optimistic” for the Fall.

The first priority is the pro-
tection of our officers,” Holcomb said in a statement.

“Purdue professors are doing an
amazing job of communicating with the
staff and faculty on how to keep
everyone healthy and safe during
this pandemic and the
COVID-19.

We formed an executive com-
mittee that includes all the
various colleges and the
various departments, including the
officers, and the task force members
will report directly to the prov-
sident of these things the
officers will face will include
acceptance rates of minority

STAFF REPORTS

As Purdue students, faculty and
staff alike hold their breath in anticipation of the first day of classes, other uni-
versities have already opened for
fall semester.

Read more about these
colleges here.

Notre Dame University

President John Jenkins announced yesterday that Notre Dame would be remote for
the fall semester due to the Covid
pandemic.

“Just as we hoped, we have
had to deal with this situation,
and I’m not happy about it,” Holcomb
said. “We know that there are
dangers in the world, and that
these plans are not simple or easy to
work in the root of inci-
dences.

We know that this is black.
Holcomb said, and so do black
students at Purdue and the
community as a whole.
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New containers, same fate?

Following Purdue dining’s switch from styrofoam takeout containers to ones made from recyclable material, students report disposing of containers in the same fashion.

BY JULIA TAYLOR
Assist. Campus Editor

A bin marked "Landfill" sits full of recyclable takeout containers outside Ford Dining Court Tuesday evening. Students report disposing of containers in the same fashion.

BY ALEXANDRA WELIEVER
Editor-in-Chief

Asst. Campus Editor

In a raw that caught interna-tional attention last fall, adoptive parents Kristine and Michael Barnett accused auditors of having falsely claimed Nata-li’a’s age in the Marion County court system from 8 to 12 in an effort to conceal her true age. Natalia’s age has been the focus of much debate over the past year, as she has dwarfism, a condition that affects her spine and physical growth.

This new order essentially grants Kristine Barnett’s requested order of a new court hearing. The Marion County court system officially changed Natalia Barnett’s age legally through the court’s eyes earlier this year. Judge Steven Moyer ruled that the state had plenty of opportunities years ago to intervene when her age was changed through lengthy court proceedings. Now that her age is legally above that of a minor, related charges of neglect may be dismissed.

The charges that rest on Natalia being a dependent because of her physical disability, however, still stand. Judge Moyer granted the partial dismissal for Kristine Barnett in a court filing on Aug. 14. Adoptive fa-ther Michael Barnett soon followed with his own motion to dismiss on Aug. 17, which had not been grant-ed as of Wednesday.

A lawsuit filed on Aug. 14 by Natalia Barnett’s attorney, Terrance Kinnard, left, speaks to media after a hear-ing on Aug. 14. Adoptive fa-ther Michael Barnett soon followed with his own motion to dismiss on Aug. 17, which had not been grant-ed as of Wednesday.

Court dismisses neglect charges in Barnett case
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**County seeks ‘backup’ case reporting with Purdue**

Health officials find discrepancy in weeks of Purdue’s virus tracking; nine new cases reported this week

This story was originally published on July 29

**BIG TEN CONFERENCE**

The Big Ten conference announced on Tuesday that it is postponing the 2020 football season, with all fall sports included.

The decision, which was based on multiple factors, including the Big Ten Conference’s reliance on the medical advice and counsel of the Big Ten Task Force for Emerging Infectious Diseases and the Big Ten Medicine and Science Committee.

“One primary responsibility is to make the best-informed decisions in the interest of our students, faculty and staff, and we have considered the latest information, including that provided by the latest recommendations of our expert medical and scientific advisors,” the conference said in a statement.

The Big Ten is the latest conference to cancel fall football due to the coronavirus pandemic. Other conferences, including the Pac-12 and the ACC, have also made similar decisions.

*Image of a football field with the conference logo.*
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**Welcome back, Boilermakers! While campus was pretty quiet this summer, the city was buzzing with activity as classes were held online.**

BY JORDAN SMITH

Summer Reporter
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**Officials in the Tippecanoe County Health Department have no plans to change their stance on contact tracing.**
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**Dr. Esteban Ramirez, chief medical officer at the Protect Purdue Health Center, said that the student-athlete experience may be impacted by the pandemic.**
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**Health administrators say they can’t comment on Purdue cases because of HIPAA regulations.**
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Snapshots from a summer of protests

Protests of varying sizes and formats took place across the Greater Lafayette area this summer as locals and students alike responded to acts of racial injustice, demanded reform for local police departments and raised their voices to share their personal experiences with racism.
Daniels: We must ‘press ahead’

This story was originally published on July 31.

BY JORDAN SMITH
Lewes Reporter

Purdue President Mitch Daniels was one of the foremost university presidents exploring whether online classes will be sufficient replacements for on-campus coursework and also had instructors that students will continue to communicate.

Questions and answers have been lightly edited for length and clarity.

If I could ask a question about the fall semester or the fall quater, there are a ton of concerns and there are some people saying Purdue doing a good job. How do you manage the burden of those doing a good job. How are some people saying Purdue being a ton of concerns and there are definitely harmed, in the next of the virus. We lose several students a year, and every one of the people. I know some people have worried? What is worst case scenario, something you absolutely are trying to avoid? Of course that would involve people really suffering serious medical or long-term harm. And so much of what we're doing, based on the research data, is protecting vulnerable people. We know that there are some people who are much more vulnerable to this. So we designed the system that way. Most people everywhere will come to that same understanding, but what I worry about isn't, that's where people have a very serious illness somehow have that happen.

I know some people have seen the thought. It’s not that it's harmful among young people,” Daniels said. “That it can’t be avoided. How do you respond to that sort of critique?

The data is unassailable, though. We do believe, the world has learned, just make sense of the basic steps can stop the spread. We're doing so, this is the first thing stacked on top of each other. What are the other thing that should go through people's minds is there tremendous burden done, including medical harm, or if you just try to steal the world. We have been people out there, maybe we are a lot of things, we have a ton of things to do, so we do them. But I can't believe you're not hearing the same thing we are over and over, whatever the channel is, young people, we run into, young people. It's the one thing we want to come back, and their biggest concern is, ‘We have a new job so we are at home again.' That's their job. My goal for this year is to have this plant open so no people can pursue their own dreams. We need to have this plant open so people can pursue their own dreams.
I'm going to trust in God's providence.

The Rev. Patrick Baikuskas, laicizing, recalls some of the low moments that "he's made while at St. Tom's, just off Purdue's campus."

Baikuskas attributes a lot of the success of the church back to a great pastor he has with President Mitch Daniels. He says it allows the church to build a strong relationship with young people. He says, "We need to come across the church and some come and some of those people that you're community with you, and that's not my ex- position."

"I think it was a huge success, I'm just happy that it was so much of a success."

Baikuskas said that in some ways, the pastor was up more times than he would have never been up because of the parochial, but with something about God it was... God's an important person in the congregation.

"The first mass that I ever attended with my, now my brother because we were late. And I don't think Father Patrick (that Sunday), but it was probably the first week I went up and I went to told me that Baikuskas said, and then it really stuck out to me that the JMT had got across the first time that week, "Feeks said.

"The first mass that I ever attended with my, now my brother because we were late. And I don't think Father Patrick (that Sunday), but it was probably the first week I went up and I went to told me that Baikuskas said, and then it really stuck out to me that the JMT had got across the first time that week, "Feeks said.
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"The first mass that I ever attended with my, now my brother because we were late. And I don't think Father Patrick (that Sunday), but it was probably the first week I went up and I went to told me that Baikuskas said, and then it really stuck out to me that the JMT had got across the first time that week, "Feeks said.
GREEN RURAL TOWN (9)
The Conceptis Sudoku is indicated with stars, one star being the easiest.

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column, and each 3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level of each puzzle is indicated with stars: one star being the easiest.

Answers for Today's Puzzles:

**WORD SEARCH 1**

- Stairs
- N T N I O J U H W V M X H J D
- N P I F R E R E E M B C S G W T
- D D S X J Y L S A P I K U N A P O
- T H N S L W X Y A P I K U N A P O
- A T O M Y Q V G H C B R A C O K M N C
- C T B C U E Z E B I X A U E X X O
- C V B X M U A S S L W X J H P D
- I O B K T D W S F A W F K D A B U
- N O F D Y N A M I T E L J C X
- K I B G U N S N G I K O R H C
- E A M B T Z R D F U B D F X Y N
- B E U D D W U J O D E F G E S H T S
- K P D E S C O N H A U X Y G M X W
- G I P U P O U L N Q G O W Q G D G G K A
- H E S L F K W C O L E M I L D L A
- U B W K L S T P J L M H I H I H P
- B A L L S B S S O N K E R S S Y Q F G

**WORD SEARCH 2**

- Moose
- C A N T L E R S O R T D G Q A C U
- N O I H O K T L Y V I L I T I L O S Z
- B D P X U T N X I L S T M A W T B C
- L T F A L O N C T G D S O R E D B
- A E T L W O D K S S K M O M O N I C
- P G U R A W T T L X A E P Q M V H F
- E X B R N E T S P T X A W X O
- A G A I T O D Q E Y V X V G
- D V X G S W T R M C T R A N G E R K
- I P N N S B X O T X B E A D O A Q A
- R E V D P L L F R H N M V P Y P V
- V R U A B M P A N Y A L J L N Z W I
- E E M C O Z F A W N L M L T E M R B
- P C R A M Q O S S U D B E O H V E P E R
- C T U N H R A K S S U B T R F Y E G
- Z A C A B L F R C T I L L S I Z E H
- E R L C T T D K E H Y J Q H C B N
- C N M N U V U T T I N G I E I X A A K

**WORD SEARCH 3**

- Transportation
- K O W T R E O G C S P N X V I Q Q
- X L J T B R X O O B Y B A B U S H
- H N C U I W N W C O M S T S F H N T
- Y I B Y S M K M W A N N A V Y F W
- G S K F O C O Y T E B E R U A W A
- Q L S S C T U C J L T R E H R E
- U L H I T K O R M J L L E P T N S
- N L E D E C T Y C O S R C Y E A K
- E E Y K L O J Y O R A E W V A S C L
- N A L B I L I M P T V M Y T R C P R
- U D W E N S C I O H F R A F O P P R
- D E G V L N U O H U T E T I D H A
- A R U E R P E Z P K Z R O D A V C Y
- J O S M E R Y W W T W R Q M A O G A D
- F M L E Y M C R E A Y M B U E N E
- K I H U A Z I N W R C C J L S S
- F U G O N D O L A B D D G S L E D

**SUDOKU 1**

Difficult Level: *

- 6 2 5
- 8 3 6
- 4 9 1

**SUDOKU 2**

Difficult Level: *

- 5 6 1
- 9 4 2
- 8 7 3

**SUDOKU 3**

Difficult Level: *

- 2 8 5
- 4 9 7
- 6 3 1

**CRYPTOQUIP 1**

- You may have used this puzzle before, but with scrambled letters.
- This is a 20-word puzzle with a blank word. When you deleted Sharon’s acting scenes from that
- Having many piles of unpaid bills is tragic. However, my outcome is a fate worse than debt.
- Smooth, luxurious bedclothes fabricated on the sixth planet from the sun: Saturn sheets.

**CRYPTOQUIP 2**

- This is a 20-word puzzle based on a list with several given names.
- The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column, and each 3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudokus is indicated with stars, one star being the easiest.

**CRYPTOQUIP 3**

- This is a 20-word puzzle based on your zip code.
- The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column, and each 3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudokus is indicated with stars, one star being the easiest.

**CRYPTOQUIP 4**

- This is a 20-word puzzle based on your phone number.
- The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column, and each 3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudokus is indicated with stars, one star being the easiest.

**CRYPTOQUIP 5**

- This is a 20-word puzzle based on your name.
- The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column, and each 3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudokus is indicated with stars, one star being the easiest.
Students, coordinators reflect as ProjectX comes to an end

The SuClean Theorists proposed an app idea that would limit access to campus buildings for those suspected of having symptoms of the virus. From left to right starting at the top, electrical engineering senior Gwynelle Conklin, economics and math junior Calvin Huang, multidisciplinary engineering junior Jack Sharka, finance and economics and pre-med junior Kareem Harb and biology junior Noor Abdullah.

The next step

All 67 projects are now in the hands of Bradley, who said he’s combing through them “across the board and asking, What piece can we use?”

She said there won’t be a single “winner” of ProjectX, with only one of the projects being implemented in full for the fall. What’s more likely is that the Purdue community will see tidbits of ProjectX ideas stream across campus life throughout the semester.

The SuClean Theorists say, regardless of whatever got implemented, they hope to see Purdue continue what it’s been doing since the start of the crisis.

“Seeing Purdue continue to follow the science is really nice,” Abdullah said. “I think learning [to] Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommendations and seeing those implementations is fantastic.”

“One of the best things we’ve learned in this project is to leverage how much money Purdue is putting into actually helping the students protect themselves during the pandemic,” said multidisciplinary engineering student Jack Sharka.

“I think it will really great to see how they spend that money to actually protect the students.”

If you would like to be included in the Local Listings

Call or email Jillian Loesy at 765-285-5111,
Jill@purdueventurer.com

The Local Listings ran in every Thursday of the Exponent, they are a great value and include 1 spot color!
Fall 2020 Recruitment updates will be posted to our social media pages and the Purdue FSCL website. Follow us to learn more!